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APPLlCATlONS 
Affine structures on a class of virtually nilpotent groups 
Karel Dekimpe *, Wim Malfait ’ 
Abstract 
. . 
In this paper we study the problem of httmg an affine structure on a given nilpotent group N 
to a group E containing N as a subgroup of finite index. 
In the first part of the paper, we sketch some different, but equivalent, points of view concerning 
the notion of an affine structure on a nilpotent group. Using these equivalent concepts, we are able 
to construct, in the second part of the paper, a sufficient condition to have a positive answer to the 
lifting problem of a given affine structure. 
This criterium enables us to obtain an affine structure on a certain class of virtually 4.step 
nilpotent groups, the existence of which was not known up till now. 
Finally, our results are also translated into the language of complementary submodules in the 
universal enveloping algebra of a nilpotent Lie algebra. 
Kqwords: Properly discontinuous action; Universal enveloping algebra; Affine structure 
AMS classijication: 16W25; 37B35; 57830 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we are concerned with affine structures on a group E, by which we un- 
derstand properly discontinuous affine actions of E on some IR” with compact quotient. 
In case E is torsion-free, an affine structure determines a complete affinely fiat manifold 
E\LR”‘. Moreover, all connected, complete affinely flat manifolds are obtained in this 
way Ill. 
In 1977, John Milnor [22] asked if each torsion-free polycyclic-by-finite group could 
be realized as the fundamental group of a complete affinely flat manifold M (or equiv- 
alently, does any torsion-free polycyclic-by-finite group admit an affine structure?). On 
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this question a lot of research was done. However only in a few special cases, mainly 
nilpotent ones, an answer (always positive) was found. Until recently, the best known 
answers in terms of nilpotency classes of groups were the following: 
_ Any finitely generated, torsion-free nilpotent group of class 6 3 can be realized as 
the fundamental group of a compact, complete affinely flat manifold. This result is 
due to J. Scheuneman [24]. 
_ As a generalization, K.B. Lee proved that any torsion-free, finitely generated, vir- 
tually 3-step nilpotent group has an affine structure [17]. 
For a long time, no real progress was made, until 1992, when Y. Benoist [2,3] presented 
an example of a finitely generated, torsion-free, IO-step nilpotent group, not admitting an 
affine structure. In [6], Burde en Grunewald verified this result by an alternative method 
and generalized it to a family of examples, all of nilpotency class 10. (Recently, Burde 
obtained examples of class 9 [5].) 
Therefore, there is still a big gap between the best known positive and the best known 
negative result. In [7], an effort was done in order to close this gap a little bit. A 
reasonable family of groups of nilpotency class 4 admitting an affine structure was 
found. We continue this study here and construct a class of virtually 4-step nilpotent 
groups which occur as the fundamental group of an affinely flat manifold. However, 
we stress that this result is only an application of the more general theory we develop. 
Indeed, the theory itself is independent of the nilpotency class and describes a rather 
natural way of trying to extend a given afhne structure on a nilpotent group N to a 
group E containing N as a normal subgroup of finite index. 
2. Affine structures: different points of view 
In case N is a nilpotent group, the notion of “affine structure on N” nicely translates 
into concepts on the Lie group and the Lie algebra levels. Below, we will list some of 
these translations and afterwards we will give a concrete example illustrating the different 
“translation-steps”. 
First of all, we recall some basic facts concerning nilpotent Lie groups [21,23,27]. 
Throughout this paper, G denotes a connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie group and 
g indicates the Lie algebra of G. Then g has the same dimension and nilpotency class 
as G. Moreover, the exponential map exp : g --t G is bijective and we denote its inverse 
by log. If G’ is another connected and simply connected nilpotent Lie group, with Lie 
algebra g’, then we have the following properties: 
- For any homomorphism V: G + G’ of Lie groups, there exists a unique homo- 
morphism dv : g + g’ (the differential of V) of Lie algebras, making the following 
diagram commutative 
G -r; G’ 
log -If exp log -It exp 
g % g’ 
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- Conversely, for any homomorphism dv : g + g’ of Lie algebras, there exists a unique 
homomorphism v : G + G’ of Lie groups, making the diagram above commutative. 
If N is a torsion-free, finitely generated nilpotent group, then there exists a unique 
simply connected, connected, nilpotent Lie group G containing N as a uniform lattice 
(i.e., as a discrete and uniform subgroup). This G is called the Mal’cev completion of N. 
Moreover, any automorphism of N extends uniquely to a Lie group automorphism of G. 
This property is referred to as the Unique Automorphism Extension Property (UAEP). 
The prototype of a connected and simply connected nilpotent Lie group is the group 
Trl (m, + 1, R) of all upper unitriangular (m + 1) x (m + 1)-matrices and Tra(m + 1, IR), 
the Lie algebra of all upper triangular (m + 1) x (m + I)-matrices with zeroes on the 
diagonal, is the corresponding Lie algebra. 
We are now ready to sketch out the path which leads from affine structures on a 
finitely generated, torsion-free, nilpotent group N to the so-called “complementary sub- 
modules”. The first steps are known in literature (references are given) and the last step 
was implicitely introduced in [7]. 
First Step (13,141 
Let Aff(m) denote the group of all invertible affine mappings of R’” onto itself. Any 
element h of Aff( m consists of a linear part A E Gl(Rm) and a translational part ) 
n E IF!?“. As usual we consider Aff(m) as being embedded in Gl(Rm”) by means of 
the assignment 
Let N be a finitely generated, torsion-free nilpotent group and assume y : N + Aff(m) 
is an affine structure. It is known that for any affine structure y on N, there exists a basis 
of R’” such that the matrices representating y(N) belong to Tri (mt 1, R). Therefore, we 
do not loose generality in assuming that y(N) consists of upper unitriangular matrices. 
Let G be the Mal’cev completion of N. Then, there is a unique representation 7 : G + 
Aff(m), with Vn E N r(n) = y(n). Moreover, the resulting action of G on Rm is simply 
transitive and y(G) C: Trt (m-t 1, R) (provided that y(N) C Trl (m-t 1, R) as we assume). 
Also, remark that m = dim(G) equals the Hirsch length of N. 
Conversely, given a simply transitive affine action 7 of G on R”, it is easy to see 
that its restriction y to N determines a properly discontinuous affine action of N on R” 
with compact quotient (in fact this quotient is homeomorphic to N\G). 
Conclusion. There is a correspondence between the afjine structures on a finitely gener- 
ated, torsion-free nilpotent group N and the simply transitive afjine actions of its Mal’cev 
completion G. 
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Second Step [14,16] 




0 0 1 / A E gI(IFP), a t R’” 
We will use the following two maps, called the linear part lin (a Lie algebra homomor- 
phism) and the translation part tr: 
lin : aff(m) + gl(R”) : -A 
and 
tr : aff(m) --t R” : ti a. 
Let r : G --t Tri (m + 1, Et) be a simply transitive affine action of a simply connected 
nilpotent Lie group G. Again we loose no generality by assuming the unitriangularity of 
r(G). If g denotes the Lie algebra of G, then there is an induced representation of Lie 
algebras 
dy (= log 05 o exp) : g + Tro(m + 1, R) C aff(m). 
This affine representation dr : g + afj(m) satisfies the following two properties: 
(i) lin(dy(g)) consists of nilpotent matrices; 
(ii) tr o dr : g + IR m is a vector space isomorphism. 
An affine representation of a nilpotent Lie algebra 8, satisfying these two conditions is 
said to be a complete affine structure on g (for a definition of a complete affine structure 
on more general Lie algebras g we refer to [ 161). Hence, we conclude that any simply 
transitive action 7 of a simply connected, connected nilpotent Lie group G, induces a 
complete affine structure dy on its Lie algebra g. 
Conversely, for any complete affine structure p : g + aff(m) on a nilpotent Lie algebra 
g (for which we can always assume that p(0) C Tro(m -t l> R)), there exists a unique 
simply transitive, affine action 7: G t Aff(m) of the corresponding Lie group G on 
lRm such that dr = p. 
Conclusion. There is a correspondence between the simply transitive a&fine actions of a 
nilpotent Lie group G and the complete qfine structures on its Lie algebra g. 
Third Step 
We can also describe complete affine structures on a nilpotent Lie algebra g in terms 
of derivations. Let us first recall some definitions. 
Definition 2.1. Let g be a Lie algebra. A g-module M is a vector space M together 
with a homomorphism of Lie algebras X : g + gI(M). 
If X is trivial (i.e., X sends every IC E g onto zero), M is called a trivial g-module. 
If V’z E g, X( ic is a nilpotent endomorphism of M, we say that M is a nilpotent ) 
g-module. 
Let M be a g-module via X: g + gI(M). A X-derivation of g in M is a linear map 
t : g + M such that VZ, y E g t[x, y] = X(x)(t(y)) - X(y)(t(x)). 
Let p : g t Aff(m) be an affine representation of a Lie algebra g. It is easy to see that 
R’” becomes a g-module via X = lin o p : g + gr(KP) and that t = tr o p : g + R” is a 
X-derivation. Moreover, if p is a complete affine structure of a nilpotent Lie algebra g, 
then !Rm is a nilpotent g-module and t is a bijective map. Therefore, a complete affine 
structure on a nilpotent Lie algebra g can be seen as a bijective derivation with respect 
to a nilpotent module structure. 
Conversely, let t : g + M be a bijective derivation with respect to a nilpotent module 
structure X : g + gl(M) o an m-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra g. As t is an isomor- f 
phism of vector spaces, we identify M with iRm and gI(M) with gQXm) by choosing a 
basis for M. Then a complete affine structure on g is given by 
p: g + aff(m) : z ct p(x) = X(x) t(x) 
i 1 0 0 
Conclusion. There is a correspondence between the complete aJfine structures on a 
nilpotent Lie algebra g and the bijective derivations into nilpotent g-modules. 
Fourth Step [16,26] 
Let M be a nilpotent g-module via a module structure X : g + gI(M) and let t : g + M 
be a bijective X-derivation. Then g itself is a g-module via X’ : g + gI(g) : ic ++ t-’ o 
X(z) 0 t and it is easily verified that the identity map lg is a X’-derivation. Consequently, 
the bilinear product . : g x g --t g, defined by 
Vx,y E g z.y = X’(Z)& 
satisfies 
V’z, y, Z E g [Z, y] . z = z. (y 2) - y (z z), 
V’2,yEg [x,y]=x.y-y.2. 
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A Lie algebra equiped with a bilinear product satisfying these two conditions is said to 
be a left symmetric algebra. Moreover, if g is nilpotent and the associated representation 
X’ : g + gI(g) : z ct X’(z) withX’(z):g+g:y*z.y 
is nilpotent, then we say that g is a complete left symmetric algebra. So, a bijective 
derivation of a nilpotent Lie algebra g into a nilpotent g-module hl, induces a complete 
left symmetric algebra structure on g. 
Conversely, a complete left symmetric structure on a Lie algebra g, induces a nilpotent 
g-module structure X’ on g, such that the identity map Ig is a X/-derivation. 
Conclusion. There is a correspondence between the bijective derivations of a nilpotent 
Lie algebra g into nilpotent g-modules and the complete left symmetric structures on g. 
Fifth Step 
Although all results of this paper can be stated and proved using the terminology of the 
first four steps, we also recall another way of looking at affine structures (as introduced 
in [7]). At the end of this manuscript, we will translate our main result into this new 
language. 
In [7], a study of derivations of the above kind was made via the universal derivation. 
Let us review the basic definitions needed to understand this. Of fundamental importance 
here is the notion of the universal enveloping algebra U(g) of a Lie algebra g [4,1.5]. 
Definition 2.2. The universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra g is a pair (U(g), u) 
such that 
- U(g) is an associative algebra with unit element I. 
- u : g -+ U(g) is a linear map such that 
Vz, y E g zl([X, y]) = ?L(Z)?&) - U(Y)U(X). (1) 
- For all associative algebras A with unit element 1 and for all linear maps j : g --t d 
satisfying (l), there exists a unique homomorphism of algebras [ : U(g) + A such 
that E(1) = 1 and < o 11 = j. 
It follows immediately that, if it exists, U(g) is unique. Moreover, U(g) can be constructed 
as the quotient of the tensor algebra T(g) by the two-sided ideal generated by all elements 
of the form z@y-y@z- [z, y], with 2, y E g. As a consequence of the famous Poincare- 
Birkhoff-Witt theorem, we also know that 71, : g + U(g) is injective. 
If M is a trivial g-module, there exists, because of the universal property of U(g), a 
unique algebra homomorphism E : U(g) + gl(M) (with E( 1) = I), called the augmenta- 
tion of U(g), such that E o u = 0. The kernel u(g) of E is called the augmentation ideal 
of g. It is well known that u(g) is just the ideal of U(g) generated by u(g). 
If we consider U(g) as a g-module via left multiplication, then the canonical embedding 
u : g + u(g) is a derivation of g in u(g). Moreover, 
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Proposition 2.3 [ 151. The canonical embedding u : g t u(g) is a universal derivation 
of g into g-modules, i.e., for any g-module M and any derivation t : g + M, there exists 
a unique g-linear map t’ : u(g) + M such that t’ o u = t. 
Consider a complete left symmetric structure on a nilpotent Lie algebra g, i.e., a 
nilpotent module structure 
X : g + gI(g) : z + X(x), with X(z)y = 2 y 
such that the identity map lg is a X-derivation. By the universal property of the derivation 
w : g t U(g), there exists a unique g-linear map &, : u(g) + g such that Ex 0 ‘(J, = 
lg. Obviously, MJ, = Ker(<x) is a g-submodule of u(g) and Ker(<x) n u(g) = (0). 
Moreover, each 3: E g(g) can be written as 
n: = 5 - U&(Z) + u&(z). 
-+ 
cKer(Ex) 4R) 
Hence Ker(<x) $ u(g) = u(g). 
We introduce the following notion 
Definition 2.4. Let g be a Lie algebra. A g-submodule M of u(g) is said to be a 
complementary submodule if and only if u(g) = M CR ~(a) (as a vector space). 
We conclude that any left symmetric structure on a nilpotent Lie algebra g determines a 
well defined complementary submodule MA of u(g). Moreover, the fact that we took off 
from a complete left symmetric structure is reflected by the property that Un(g) 2 MA, 
forsome7zEN. 
Conversely, let M be a complementary submodule of g in u(g). For each X, y E g, the 
element u(z)u(y) of D(g) can be uniquely decomposed in an M- and u(g)-part. This 
defines a map XM : g --+ 81(g) by 
4z)‘LG/) = ~(~AJ~)(Y)~+~. 
EG) EM 
It is easily verified that Xn/r is a Lie algebra homomorphism and that lg is a XM- 
derivation. Equivalently, g has a left symmetric algebra structure, where the product is 
given by z y = X~(z)y. Moreover, if Un(g) C M for some 7~, then Xh4 is nilpotent, 
and the left symmetric structure on g is complete. 
Conclusion. There is a correspondence between the complete left symmetric structures 
on a nilpotent Lie algebra g and the complementary submodules of f?(g) containing some 
power of the augmentation ideal. 
Remark 2.5. If we consider all left symmetric structures, there is a correspondence be- 
tween the left symmetric structures on a Lie algebra g and the complementary submodules 
of U(g). 
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Now, we are ready to illustrate this set-up: 
Example 2.6. 
For all 2, y, z E Iw, let (2, y, z) denote the matrix 
Take N = {(CC, y, 2) 11 z, y, z E Z} = Trt (3, Z), the discrete Heisenberg group of all 
integral upper unitriangular matrices. N is any finitely generated, 2-step nilpotent group. 
There is an affine structure on N given by: 
y : N + Aff(3) : (2, y, z) ct 
1 
:1: Y -- 
2 5 
-y+z 
0 1 0 Y 
0 0 1 II: 
0 0 0 1 
(2) 
The Mal’cev completion G of N is the continuous Heisenberg group Trr(3, EC). Of 
course, the simply transitive affine action 7: G + Aff(3) is also given by (2), but now 
z, y, z are allowed to be real numbers. 
The Lie algebra g of G is Tro(3, Iw). Let +z, y, z + (ZC, y, 2 E Iw) denote the element 
0 Y z 
i 1 002’ 0 0 0’ 
The induced complete affine structure d;i;: g i aff(3) on g is given by 
dyqz, y, z + = ( log 07 o exp)+ 2, y, z + = log(y(s, y, z + y)) 
= 
0 -; ; z 
0 0 0 Y 
0 0 ox 
0 0 00 1. 
Remark that indeed X = lin o dr consists of nilpotent endomorphisms of Ik?‘, while 
t = tr o dy : g --t Iw’ is an isomorphism of vector spaces. 
We identify g with Iw’ via t, i.e., the element + 2, y, z >- with the column vector 
(z, y, .z)~. The complete left symmetric structure : g x g + g corresponding to dy is 
given by 
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The reader is invited to verify that this bilinear product indeed defines a complete left 
symmetric structure on g. 
Finally, we wish to describe the complementary submodule of u(g) corresponding to 
this left symmetric structure on g. We take the following basis {et, e2, e?} for g: 
f?] = 4 l,O,O+, e2 = 40, l,O+ and e3 = +O,O, 1 +-. 
Then, et e2 = -e3/2 = -e2 et, while the other products are zero and hence g 
is completely determined by the Lie brackets [et, ez] = -e3, [el! e3] = [e2, e?] = 0 
(this could also be checked by direct computation from the matrices). By the Poincare- 
Birkhoff-Witt theorem, we know that the elements of the form 
P,, e,, ei7, where 1 < it < j2 < ‘. < i,, < 3 (n E R?o) 
form a basis for u(g) ( remark that we omitted the symbol 7~ for the canonical embedding 
of g into its universal enveloping algebra). Therefore, 
D(g) = span{et, e2, e3, eT, ez, ele2) 83 U3(g). 
The g-linear map <A : u(g) + g satisfies 
Ex(c,) = c, (1 < i < 3); Ex(ele2) = el Ex(e2) = -e3/2; 
[x(ef) = e, .<x(e,) = 0 (1 < i < 2) and <x@(g)) = 0. 
So if w E 3(g) and ~1, x2, x3, x4, .x5, x6 E R, we have that 
Ex (xl er + x2e2 + z3e3 + x4eie2 + x5e: + x6ei + w) = 0 
e x4 = 2x3 and xt = 22 = 0. 
Therefore, the kernel of <A is the g-submodule 
MA = R(2ere2 + e3) CR IRet ff3 Re: @U’(g). 
Remark that o(g) = IL(g) @MA, SO MA is a complementary submodule containing U3 (g). 
3. Virtually nilpotent and almost-crystallographic groups 
We wish to investigate when a given affine structure on a finitely generated, torsion- 
free, nilpotent group N can be extended to a group E containing N as a normal subgroup 
of finite index. The proper context for this problem turns out to be that of the almost- 
crystallographic groups. 
3.1. Almost-crystallographic groups 
As usual, let G be a connected, simply connected and nilpotent Lie group. We write 
Aff(G) = G>aAut(G) for the group of affine diffeomorphisms of G. Aff(G) acts in a 
natural way (on the left) on G as follows; for 5, y E G and cx E Aut(G), (Z,n)y = x o(y). 
Let C be any maximal compact subgroup of Aut(G). An almost-crystallographic group 
(or AC-group) E is a discrete and uniform subgroup of the semidirect product G >a C. 
Clearly, AC-groups are an immediate generalization of classical crystallographic groups 
(i.e., the situation where G = IR’” and C is the orthogonal group O(n)). 
A possible algebraic description of an AC-group as an abstract group is given by: 
E is an AC-group if and only if E contains a hnitcly generated, torsion-free, nilpotent 
normal subgroup N of finite index, which is maximal nilpotent in E [ 191. 
This subgroup N is the Fitting subgroup Fitt(E) of E [25] and the Lie group G is the 
Mal’cev completion of N. 
Another algebraic characterization of AC-groups is: 
A finitely generated group E is an AC-group if and only if E is virtually nilpotent 
and E contains no nontrivial finite normal subgroups [8]. 
The importance of AC-groups in our discussion lies in the fact that any aftine structure 
on a general, finitely generated, virtually nilpotent group is induced by (respectively 
induces) a unique affine structure on a well determined AC-group. Let us explain this. 
Assume E’ is a finitely generated virtually nilpotent group admitting an affine structure 
7 : E’ + Aff(m). Then the kernel F of 7 is a finite normal subgroup of E’ (as the kernel 
of a properly discontinuous action is always finite). This induces an affine structure 
y: E = El/F --t Aff(m,) on the quotient group El/F, given by Ve E E’, VJ~: E 
IRm y(eF)(z) = r(e)(z). M oreover, this F equals the maximal finite normal subgroup 
of E’ [IO]. Therefore, E = E’/F has no nontrivial finite normal subgroups and hence, E 
is an AC-group. Conversely, a given affine structure on E = E’/F lifts to a unique affine 
structure on E’. Therefore the affine structures on E’ are in l-l correspondence with 
the affine structures on the AC-group E and, in the study of affine structures on finitely 
generated, virtually nilpotent groups, we can restrict ourselves to the case of AC-groups. 
Assume E is an AC-group and an affinc structure on a nilpotent normal subgroup 
N’ of finite index in E is given. Then we know that (see [9,11,12] and [IS] for more 
details): 
1. N’ 5 N = Fitt(E), 
2. the Mal’cev completions of N’ and N are equal, say G, 
3. the affine structure on N’ extends uniquely to a simply transitive affine action of G 
on some Rm, 
4. this simply transitive affine action of G restricts to an affine structure on N. 
We conclude that the affine structure on N’ extends uniquely to an affine structure on 
Fitt(E) = N. 
This implies that our original question of whether or not a given affine structure on a 
finitely generated nilpotent group extends to a certain finite extension of that group, can 
now be reformulated more specifically as follows: 
Given an affine structure on the Fitting subgroup of an almost-crystallographic group 
E, is it possible to extend this affine structure to E? 
Having in mind AC-groups, we assume that 1 + N + E t F t 1 is a short 
exact sequence of groups where N is finitely generated, torsion-free, nilpotent, of finite 
index in E and maximal nilpotent in E. Remark that any AC-group gives rise to such an 
exact sequence and conversely, any such an exact sequence determines an AC-group. In 
[ 181, these extensions are called essential. There always exists a commutative diagram 
of group homomorphisms 
4j di lcp (3) 
1 -+ G + Aff(G) --f Aut(G) + 1 
where j : N + G is the canonical inclusion of N into its Mal’cev completion and 
i, : E + Aff(G) realizes E as a genuine AC-group. F acts effectively on G via v and E 
embeds into G>a,F. For g E G and IC E F, “9 denotes p(z)(g). 
A section s : F + E induces, via conjugation in E, a map (in general not a morphism) 
cp’ : F t Aut(N). Seen as an element of Aff(G), we have that for each J: E F, i(s(z)) = 
(,9Z, v(z)), for some sZ E G. We verify that, for all n E N 
(&7$(n), 1) = (g2, P(Z)) (V 1) . (“‘sat, cp(aV) = (9s Zn 9,‘) ‘1) 
showing that 
(P’(5) = &Z) O V(Z) (4) 
on N (1_1(,95) denotes conjugation with ,92). From the UAEP it follows that both maps 
coincide on the whole of G. 
Remark 3.1. We will refer to the map cp: F + Aut(G) as the canonical action of F on 
G. Although this p is not unique (i.e., the map i : E + Aff(L) is not unique), it is, as a 
consequence of the generalized second Bieberbach theorem [20], unique up to an inner 
automorphism of G. 
3.2. Afine structure on AC-groups 
For an essential extension 1 + N + E + F + 1, we can convert the problem 
of extending an affine structure on N to one on E into a similar question on the Lie 
group-level: 
Proposition 3.2. Let 1 + N + E -+ F + 1 De an essential extension. Write G fbr 
the Mal’cev completion of N arid p : F + Aut(G) for the canonical action of F on 
G. Assume y : N 3 Aff(m) is UII afine structure on N and 7: G + Aff(m) is the 
unique simply transitive afine action of G on R’“, extending y. Then there is a h&ctive 
correspondence between the Qine representations b : E + Aff(m,) extending y and the 
qJ%ze representations (r: G >a yF + Aff(m) extending 7. 
Proof. We show that an aftine structure on E extends to an affine representation of 
G>a,F. The other claims of the proposition are then easily verified. 
Fixasections:F~Eof1+N+E+F+1.Thisinducesamapcp’:F+ 
Aut(G) by conjugation in E and via the UAEP. By the commutative diagram (3) above, 
we have that for each z E F, i(s(z)) = (yz,z:), for some gz E G, and p’(z) = 
p(gz) o cp(z) on G. This section also defines a map (i.e., a “2-cocycle”) c : F x F + N 
by c(z,x’) = s(z)s(z’)s(zz’)-’ ( CC, :I;’ E F). Then, for each ic, z’ E F, 
1:(s(zz’)) = (j(c(r:r’)-I), I) (,qz,x) (g&d) = (j(c(x,d-‘) gz zcJzl,xI:‘) 
or gzz/ = j(c(z, x’)-‘) gz Tg5j. 
Let 6: E + Aff(m) b e an affine representation extending y. We claim that, for each 
e E E, the affine representations /L(~^(c’)) 07 and _iorl(i(e)) of G are equal. Because both 
representations of G determine a simply transitive action of G on R”, it is sufficient to 
notice (see tirst step in Section 2) that, for each n, E N, 
p(h(c)) (?(j(n))) = /r(d(e)) (r(n)) = 7(/~(c)(n)) = Y(p(i(e)) (j(n))). 
Define 
;r: G>a,F --t Aff(m,), 
(9,X) + Y(gg,‘) 6(s(:r:)) 
Each element e E E can be uniquely written as c = X+(Z) (n rz N and ~1: E F) or 
i(e) = (j(n) gz, zr). Then T(i,(e)) = ~(n)6(s(:r:)) = 6(e) or s restricts to 6 on E. Take 
(9, X) and (9’, 2’) in G>a +,F. Then, 
Z(g, CC) 6(g’, 2;‘) = “i(gg,‘) f+(X)) +g’!g;‘) fi(s(z’)) 
= “/(gg,‘) @(44)) (;r(g’g,‘)) +X4) ++‘)) 
= Y(99,‘) 5+&r) (9’9;‘)) +(4) b(s(z’)) 
= ?;(gg,‘g3: z(g’g>‘)g;‘) ++)) 6(s(z’)) 
= “i(g “g’ “g,‘!g,‘j(c(z> z’))) b(S(52’)) 
= iT(,g Zg’, XX’) = 6((g, :I:) (g’, :I!)) 
or fi is an affine representation of G >a PF extending n^ and 7. 0 
This translation from the discrete level to the continuous level has the advantage that 
we replaced the group E by a group with a simpler structure, namely the semidirect 
product group G >a Lp F. 
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We investigate this new situation further and look what happens on the Lie algebra 
level: 
Proposition 3.3. Let G be a connected, simply connected, nilpotent Lie group and 
G>a qF a semidirect product group defined by an action cp : F + Aut(G) (F not neces- 
sarily finite). 
Jf T:G -+ Tri(m+ 1,R) d enotes a simply transitive affine action of G, then there 
exists an affine representation z: G>a,F + Aff(m) extending 5 if and only if there 
exists a homomorphism x : F + Aff(m) such that 
‘d’z E F 7 o cp(z) = t+(z)) 0 7, 
or; equivalently, such that on the Lie algebra-level, 
V?:r E F dr o dq(z) = &(z)) o dr. 
(5) 
(6) 
Proof. Assume (r : G >a PF + Aff(m) is an affine representation of G >a ‘p F extending 7. 
Define the homomorphism x : F + Aff(m) which sends x E F to $( 1, z). Then 
v’n: E F> vs E G P(x(~))(Y(Y)) = ~6(1> z))(&> 1)) = 6(“9,1) = “i(cp(z)(g)). 
Conversely, suppose there is a homomorphism x : F + Aff(m) satisfying (5). Then 
the map 
(r: Gx,F t Aff(m), 
(9,:c) h‘ 39)x(x) 
restricts to 7 on G and for each (g, x), (g’, x’) in G>a,F, 
;r( (9! 3:) (9’> z’)) = 6(g zg’, 22’) 
= 39) “i(V) x(z) X(X’) 
= “y(9) X(X) 39’) x(x;‘) 
= 6(g, z) X(g’, z’) 
or S is an affine representation of G >a ‘p F restricting to 7 on G. 0 
4. Main result 
In the previous section we observed that the problem of extending an affine structure on 
a torsion-free nilpotent group N to an AC-group E containing N as its Fitting subgroup, 
was translated into finding a homomorphism x: F = E/N + Aff(m), satisfying a 
certain condition. In the sequel, we look for a suitable x. 
In a more general context, assume F is a (not necessarily finite) subgroup of the 
automorphism group Aut(G) of a simply connected, connected, m-dimensional nilpotent 
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Lie group G, with Lie algebra g. There is a canonical faithful representation x’ : F + 
Cl(g) given by 
x’ : F 2 Aut(G) + Cl(g) : a -+ do (the differential of the automorphism a) 
After fixing a basis of g, x’ can be seen as a representation of F into Gl(Rm). So, any 
subgroup of Aut(G) can be considered as a group of affine motions (without translational 
parts) of Rm. 
Assume there exists a simply transitive affine action 7 : G + Aff(m) of G on R’“. 
Then dr : g + aff( m is a complete affine structure on g. We identify g with R” via the ) 
translational part of dr or 
V’s E g d?(x) = 
(see fourth step in Section 2). The elements ei = (0,. . ,O, l,O, . , O)T (1 < i < m), 
where the 1 appears on the ith place, form a basis for g. With respect to this basis, the 
representation x’ : F + Gl(g) of a subgroup F of Aut(G) can be described as follows: 
VQ E F X’(Q) = A, E GI(IkP), w h ere t?x E g dcy(x) = A,s. Now, take the canonical 
homomorphism 
x:F+Aff(m):a++ (7) 
The construction above allows us to formulate our main result: 
Theorem 4.1. Let G be a nilpotent Lie group acting simply transitively and afinely on 
Rm via 7: G + Trt(m + 1, R). Assume F is a subgroup of Aut(G). Then there is an 
afJine representation s: G>a F + Aff(m) restricting to 7 on G and to the canonical 
representation x (7) of F if and only if 
V’cu E F ‘dx, y E g dcu(X(x)(y)) = X(da(x)) (da(y)). 
(i.e., da is an automorphism of the left symmetric algebra 0). 
Proof. By Proposition 3.3, such an affine representation 2 exists if and only if 
Vicy E F dy o dcu = &(cy)) 0 dr. 
Still writing X for the module structure of the induced left symmetric structure on g, this 
necessary and sufficient condition is equivalent to 
or reduces to 
X o da: = p(A,) 0 X. 
III 
Now, an easy computation shows that 
VX>Y E B J+(doW) (do(Y)) = dc+W(Y)) 
=v’2,Y E fl X(do(x))(&~) = A&(~)(Y)) 
*VxEg X(do(z)) = IL(&) 0 X(xc) 
++Xoda=p(A,)oX. 
This finishes the proof. 0 
Combining all our results to the specific situation of AC-groups, we obtain: 
Corollary 4.2. Let E be an AC-group with Fitting subgroup N. Write G for the Mal’cev 
completion of N and cp : F + Aut(G) for the canonicul action of the holonomy group 
F = E/N on G. Assume y : N + Aff(m) is an ajjine structure and X describes the 
corresponding left symmetric structure on the Lie algebra g of G. If 
b E Im(cp) '%Y E g da(X(x)(y)) =X(da(x)) (do(y)) 
then there is an afJine structure on E extending y. 
It can be shown by examples that the converse of this corollary is false. Namely, it 
is incorrect that an affine structure on an infra-nilmanifold with fundamental group E 
implies that the finite group F = E/N acts as affine diffeomorphisms on the covering 
nilmanifold (having fundamental group N). 
5. Applications 
In this section we illustrate our theoretic set-up and construct an affine structure on 
- all finitely generated virtually 3-step nilpotent groups (i.e., we reestablish the result 
of K.B. Lee in a completely different way); 
- a class of virtually 4-step nilpotent groups (a result which was not yet known). 
Before we formulate and prove a proposition needed later on, we review some basic 
terminology and notations. 
Assume G is a connected, simply connected, c-step nilpotent Lie group. Let g be the 
Lie algebra of G and (Tz(g))iENo be the corresponding lower central series of g defined 
inductively by yi(g) = g and ~+i (8) = [Yn(g), g] (n E NO>. 
We say a basis 
{%,,I >. > Xc,&, ~,-l,lr~‘~,~,-I,~,~,,~“,~I,l,~“,~l,lc,} 
of g is adapted if, for each i (1 < i 6 c), {xc,k,, , xi,l, , z;,,k,} is a basis for yi(g). 
The following proposition is inspired by an unpublished result of Mikhail Kogan, 
Kyung Bai Lee, David Nadler, Keefe San Agustin and Nikolai Saveliev. 
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Proposition 5.1. Let g be a c-step nilpotent, m-dimensional Lie algebra and F a finite 
subgroup of Am(g). Th en there exists an adapted basis of g such that each f E F is 
represented by a blocked upper triangular (m x m)-matrix 
0 











A(f) E GQ@) (h = dimy,(g)/Y1+I(g), 1 < i < c). 
Proof. We prove this proposition by induction on the nilpotency class c of g. The abelian 
case is trivial. Assume c > 1. The finite subgroup F of Aut(g) induces a finite subgroup 
F of Aut(g), where g = g/rJg) is a (c - l)-step nilpotent Lie algebra. We write 7 for 
the canonical image of f E F in F. 
By induction, there is an adapted basis 
{zc-l,1,~~',~c-l,lc,_,,'~~,21,1,"~,~} 
of g such that, for each f E F, f is represented by a matrix 
(A,_,(f) 0 . . . 0 0 \ 
0 A,_Z(f) 0 0 
A(f) = f 1 ‘., j f 
0 0 . AZ(f) 0 
\ 0 0 . 0 Al(f) / 
where Ai E Gl(R”%) (1 < i < c - 1). We lift this adapted basis to g and add a basis 
of yC(g), such that 
{%,I,.-.,xc,k,, x,-1,1, ...I xc-I,k,_,,...,~l,l,...r xl,k,} 
is an adapted basis of g. Hence, each f E F is represented by 
where N(f) is a k, x (m - &)-matrix or N(f) E R”c’(“-“~). 
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We easily compute that 
111: F + @X(“-‘“=j, 
f * N(f)A(f)-’ 
is a I-cocycle with respect to the F-module structure 
B ti fB = A,(f)BA(f)-’ (B E IRkcX(m-“~), f E F) 
on Rkcx (m-kc). Since F is finite and Rkc x(m-kc) is divisible, it is well known that 
H’(F,R k,x(m-kc) ) is trivial or M is cohomologous to zero. In other words, there exists 
an M E R”~x(m-kc) such that, for each f E F, M(f) = fM - M or f is represented 
by 
( 
-4(f) Ac(f)M - MA(f) 
0 1 A(f) 
Via this M, we define a change of (adapted) basis such that 
coordinates coordinates 
w.T.~. new basis w.r.t. old basis 
Then ,f is represented by 
4(f) -4JP)M - MA(f) 
(‘a I(:,,) ( 0 A(f) 
= (A,df) A;f)). 0 
5.1. The 2-step nilpotent case 
Consider a 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra g 
The maps T ad: g + gI(g) defined by (r ad)(z)(y) = T[Z, y] (2, y E g, T E IR) 
determine a nilpotent module structure on g (g is 2-step nilpotent). However, only iad 
induces a complete left symmetric structure . on g, given by: 
.:gxg-+g:(s,y)+-t.y=iad(z)y=i[x,y]. 
Since for any automorphism 0 E Aut(g) and any 2, y E g, 
a($ad(z)(y)) = ;ad(a(z)) (O(Y)). 
We conclude that 
Proposition 5.2. If G is a connected, simply connected, 2-step nilpotent, m-dimensional 
Lie group, then there is an a$fine representation x: G>aAut(G) + Aff(m) of G, letting 
G act simply transitively on IR”. Consequently, each jinitely generated virtually 2-step 
nilpotent group admits an afine structure. 
5.2. The S-step nilpotent case 
Let 
{q1,53,2, . , . ,~3,k,,~2,1,...,:~2,k~,3:l,l,...,Il:l,k, 1 
be an adapted basis of a 3-step nilpotent, (kl + Ic2 + Jq)-dimensional Lie algebra 8. It is 
well known [7,24] that the bilinear map 
’ 
’ fJxl3 +l3, 
Cxi,p, 
j q,q) I+ G,p xj,q = 7 ?fJ’ xT,p, xj.41 (= x(xi,p)(xj,q)) 
defines a complete left symmetric structure on 8. 
Take a finite subgroup F of Aut(g) and choose an adapted basis of g such that each 
f E F is represented by a matrix 
where 
Ai E Gl(R”‘) (ki =dimri(g)/~i+i(g), i = 1,2,3). 
Fix an automorphism o E F. If, for i = 1,2,3, Ai = (af,p)(141,p~k,j, then 
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Since we are working with (bi)linear maps, we conclude that, for each x, y E g, 
~(X(z)(y)) = x(a(x))(a(y)) and consequently, 
Proposition 5.3. If G is a connected, simply connected, 3-step nilpotent, m-dimensional 
Lie group and F a finite subgroup of Am(G), then there is an afine representation 
b: G>a F -+ Aff(m) letting G act simply transitively on IRm. Consequently, each finitely 
generated virtually 3-step nilpotent group admits an afine structure. 
5.3. The 4step nilpotent case 
In this section we obtain really new existence results of affine structures for a certain 
class of virtually 4-step nilpotent groups. 
We take a 4-step nilpotent Lie algebra g such that g/y?(g) is free nilpotent of class 2. 
This is equivalent to 
dim ~z(g)/m(g) = (dimf$y2(B)) 
In other words, if we choose any set of elements {xi,% I/ ~1,~ E g, 1 < i < ICI} such that 
{W,i + Y2b) II 1 < i 6 kl} is a basis of g/72(g), then the set 
{[q2,qj] +73(g) II 16 i <.i 6 “I} 
is a basis for yz(g)/y3(g). This leads to the following definition: 
Definition 5.4. Let g be a 4-step nilpotent Lie algebra satisfying (8). An adapted basis 
{ x4,1,. . , x4,kd> ~?,l,~~~,~~,k~,~2,l,.~~r~2,k~r~l,lr~~~,~l,k,} (9) 
is said be a strong adapted basis if and only if each basis element z2,j can be written 
(uniquely) as x2,j = [zI,~, x,,~], for some p and q where 1 <p < q 6 ICI. 
In [7], we proved that, for a strong adapted basis (9), there is a complete left symmetric 
structure on g given by 
To be able to continue our theory we need the following lemma, which is easy to verify: 
Lemma 5.5. Let g be a Lie algebra satisfying (8). 
If F c Aut(g) denotes a finite group of automorphisms of g and if 
{~4,1,~~~,~4,k4,~?,1,...,~3,k~,~2,I,~~~,~2,k~,~l,Ir.~.r~,,k,} 
is an adapted basis of g, such that each element of F is expressed by means of a blocked 
diagonal matrix with respect to this basis, then 
{ x4,1~-,~3,k3,& = [~1,1,~1,2],~;,2 = [xI,1,xl,.1],...,x~,k2 = [xl+l,xl,k,], 
~l,l,...,II:I,k,} 
is a strong adapted basis such that each element of F is expressed by means qf u blocked 
diagonal matrix with respect to this strong adapted basis. 
Completely analogous to the 3-step nilpotent case, we can now prove that 
Proposition 5.6. Let G be a connected, simply connected, 4-step nilpotent, VI,- 
dimensional Lie group such that 
dimY2(G)/m(G) = 
Assume F is a jinite subgroup qf Am(G). Th en, there is an affine representation 
x: G>a F + Aff(m) letting G act simply transitively on R”. Consequently, each AC- 
group, with 4-step nilpotent Fitting subgroup N satisjjkg 
VYZ(W/Y~(N)) = , 
(h(r) denotes the Hirsch length of a group lJ admits an afine structure. 
6. Translation into the language of complementary submodules 
In this linal section, we will translate our main result of Section 4 into the language 
of complementary submodules. 
There is a natural action of the automorphism group of a Lie algebra g on the vector 
space u(g). We formulate this (well known) property in the following lemma and fix 
some notations. 
Lemma 6.1. Each automorphism o on a Lie algebra g extends uniquely to an automor- 
phism 5 on the algebra U(g) (such that Z 0 u = u o a). Hence, there is an action of 
Aut(g) on u(g) given by: for o E Aut(g) and z l u(g), ox = S(X). 
Proof. For each c E Aut(g), 21 o (T: g + U(g) is a linear map satisfying (1). Hence, 
there is a unique morphism of algebras 5: U(g) + U(g) such that 5 o u = IL o (T (and 
a( 1) = 1). Remark that 5 is invertible, as 
@)-I = g-1, 
so Z is an automorphism of U(g). M oreover, 5 restricts to an automorphism of u(g), 
since the augmentation ideal of U(g) is generated by u(g). 0 
Given a Lie algebra g, we introduce the notion of a generating set for a complementary 
submodule in u(g). 
Definition 6.2. Let M be a complementary submodule of u(g). We call S C M a 
generating set of M as complementary submodulc if and only if for each complementary 
submodule N of u(g), containing S, N equals M. 
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The following result is easy and the verification is left to the reader: 
Lemma 6.3. Let S be a generating set of M as complementary submodule. Then, ,for 
each o E Aut(g), “M is a complementary submodule in u(g) and “S is a generating 
set of u M as complementary submodule. 
For a given left symmetric structure . : g x g + g on a Lie algebra g, we can describe a 
generating set for the corresponding complementary submodule MA: 
Lemma 6.4. Let : g x g + g be a left symmetric structure on g. The associated repre- 
sentation of g in gI(g) is given by 
x : g --f gl(g) : 5 + X(5), with X(x) : g + g : y ti X(z)y = CC y. 
Write MA for the corresponding complementary submodule. Then 
SX = {mz,y = 4ZMY) - 4X(~)(Y)) I S,Y E 8) 
is a generating set of MA as complementary submodule. 
Proof. Recall that MA is the kernel of the unique g-linear map [A : u(g) --t g satisfying 
<J, o u = lg. Obviously, for all 5, y E g, mz,y E Ker(&) = MA. Assume that N 2 u(g) 
is a complementary submodule containing SX. 
There is a left symmetric structure * : g x g + g on g, corresponding to this comple- 
mentary submodule N. We write XN : g + gl(g) for the associated representation of g 
(i.e., 5 * y = X,(x)y, Vz,y E g). If we prove that X = AN, then MA = N and SX is a 
generating set of MA as complementary submodule. 
For each x, y E g, 
U(IC)U(Y) - u(X,(x)(y)) E N (see fifth step of Section 2). 
On the other hand, mz,y E N and consequently, 
+N(x)(Y)) - +(x)(Y)) E N. 
Since N is a complementary submodule of u(g), we conclude that X = AN. •1 
In order to be able to translate our results, we need to describe automorphisms of a left 
symmetric algebra in terms of complementary submodules. This is done in the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 6.5. Let : g x g + g be a left symmetric structure on g and let M be 
the corresponding complementary submodule in g(g). Then, for any automorphism o E 
Aut(g)t 
Vx, y E g a(z) . a(y) = cr(x . y) = “M = M. 
Proof. Let cr E Aut(g). Write X : g -+ gl(g) for the representation associated to the 
left symmetric structure on g (and consequently, with the notations introduced above, 
M = MA). Then, we have to prove that: 
V’z,Y E !a X(44) (C(Y)) = +G~(Y)) a “MA = MA. 
Because of the results above, we only have to show that 
V’s, y E g X(0(x)) (a(w)) = rr(X(:z)(:q)) -+=+ Vx, 2/ E g umz,Y E bf~. 
Take 5, 1~ E g. The element ~(a(n:))~(cr(~/)) can be uniquely decomposed in u(g) as 
+(4)+(Y)> = ;(gfl(:l:lj (4))!+:ii”i’3,“7$ 
‘4(1) _ 21 lx
On the other hand, for the unique algebra automorphism ZF:u(g) + u(g) such that 
~01L=lLoCT, 
U(C7(++(,)) = a(u(l:)7L(y)) = (u 0 c7)(X(x)(y)) + lqmz,y). 
Because of the unique decomposition of the element u(~(z))u(~(y)) in the direct sum 
u(g) = ~(a) @ IVIA, the desired equivalence follows immediately. 0 
We are now ready to formulate the results of Section 4 in this new language: 
Theorem 6.6. Let G be a nilpotent Lie group acting simply tmnsitively urn1 &mel? 
on IR”” via ;j; : G + Trl (mn, + 1, IR). Write IV ,jor the corresponding complementury 
submodule. Assume F is a subgroup of AN(G). Then there is an qJtme representation 
(~:GXF + Aff( 7n restricting to -/ on G and to the canonical representation x (7) of ) 
F if and only if 
Corollary 6.7. Let E be an AC-group with Fitting subgroup N. Write G,for the Mul’cev 
completion of N and cp: F + Aut(G) ,f or tl zc canonical action of the holonomy group 
F = E/N on G. Assume *r : N + Aff(m) ‘: I\ an uffine structure und M is the cor- 
responding complementur:v submodnle in the uugmentation ideal u(g) of the universul 
enveloping algebra of the Lie algebru 0 of G. !f 
then there is an afJine structure on E extending y. 
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